Tri-Fold Kneeboard

For the pilot who has a little more to juggle, the Tri-Fold Kneeboard uses the expertly styled VFR Kneeboard in a 3-panel jacket. The high-quality construction features durable material & double-sewn seams where extra stress takes place. The color is jet black with a logo attractively embroidered in silver on the front. The left panel has ample room for small books, papers and unusually shaped items. The center panel holds the kneeboard under clear plastic. Either side of the center includes a pen/pencil holder and buttonholes that allow the pilot to fold back one or both panels of the kneeboard with the legband. This is ideal when operating a cyclic or stick. The right-hand side contains a clear pocket for easy map viewing. The elastic legband has velcro closures and will comfortably fit any leg size. Try the kneeboard that puts everything at your fingertips.

Myclip Kneeboard

MyClip Kneeboard replaces the MyClip Thigh and the MyClipMini. This updated design works with all tablets and phones from 3 inches (7.5cm) to 12 inches (30cm). A great way to use your Phablet or Tablet in the cockpit without worrying about its security. Plastic clips to be adjusted to accomodate may different size tablet and phaplets. Clips can hold a Galaxy Note in portrait mode all the way up to an full size iPad in the landscape mode. With this kind of versatility upgrading your tablet will not require a change of kneeboard. For iPad versions, tablets and smart phones.

Myclip My Big Kneeboard

The MyBigKneeboard is a tablet and iPhone kneeboard for use with almost any tablet or smartphone with dimensions from 3 inches (7.5 cm) to 12 inches (30 cm) and a thickness (including case) up to .95 inches. This is the product to choose if you want to keep your tablet in your everyday case when flying or if you are using an armored case such as the Otterbox® or Lifeproof® case. Plastic clips to be adjusted to accomodate may different size tablet and phaplets. Clips can hold a Galaxy Note in portrait mode all the way up to an full size iPad in the landscape mode. With this kind of versatility upgrading your tablet will not require a change of kneeboard. For all iPad versions, tablets and smart phones in a thick case.

Flight Outfitters iPad Mini Kneeboard

The Flight Outfitters iPad Kneeboards take cockpit organization to a whole new level. Loaded with innovative, pilot friendly features, these kneeboards provide a sturdy mounting bracket for an iPad Mini or Air. The bracket rotates for both portrait and landscape orientation. How about a place to take notes or hold a cell phone? The side of the kneeboard consist of a structured pocket that, when unzipped, creates a rigid platform. This platform is sized perfectly for a small 3” x 5” notepad (included) or cell phone. Lined with soft felt, this platform holds an iPad in portrait mode. The unique design is completely reversible for use on either leg. Heavy-duty elastic leg strap securely holds the kneeboard in place. Includes drawing bag for storage.

EFB Caddy

In a word it is all about “SAFETY!”. With the advent of Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) software, Tablet technology and ADS-B receivers, today’s GA pilot has access to reasonably priced, portable technology that greatly improves the safety conditions, under which they can now operate. Enhanced situational awareness and reduced pilot workload, both preflight and in-flight, are but two of the several benefits. EFB CADDY was designed to further improve the pilot experience, by addressing the deficiencies found in many of the current Tablet holder products. Secure physical attachment and head-up, unobstructed panel and outside view are critical features.
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